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Academic Physics
Equations,—

= Vi2 + 2aAx

Name

Date

Ax = ViAt + 1/2 aAt2

Directions: Identify each number given with a variable that stands for it. Use the information to solve
for the desired quantity. Please show all your work and include units!

1. In getting ready to slam-dunk the ball, a basketball player starts from rest and sprints to a speed of

+6.0 m/s in I .5 s. Assuming that the player accelerated uniformly, determine the player's displacement.

2. A car moves at +25 m/s and coast up a hill with a uniform acceleration of —2.4 m/s2. How far has it

traveled after 12.0 seconds?

127, 2m

3. A cliff diver jumps from rest from the top of a cliff. If his fall takes 2.61s, how high was the cliff?

4. Chad Smith tosses a drum stick straight up into the air with a speed of 10 m/s. He catches it 0.5s later (at

the same position).
a. What is the velocity of the drum stick at the top of its motion? (no calculation needed) O

b. What is the velocity of the drum stick as he is catching it? (no calculation needed) —l O

c. What is the acceleration of the drum stick at the top of its motion? (no calculation needed) —q B

d. How long does it take the drum stick to reach its maximum height? (no calculation needed) o ,

e. What is the maximum height of the drum stick? Ax +1 .25m



Equations for a = constant
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Equations for v —— constant
v = Ax/At

+ 1/2 aAt 2
Ax = ViAt 

5. How long will it take a car that is moving at a constant velocity of +45 m/s, to travel 120 meters?

2.7s

6. A Ford Focus goes from 0 to +27 m/s with an acceleration of +2.35 m/s2. How much time does it take

for the Focus to reach this speed?

11.6 s
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17. Draw a X vs. T and a V vs. T graph for the following scenario.

slope, 6 slope, zero O slop
o A car drives at a constant speed towards the % lop.Q-..

origin for 5s.

o It slows down towards the origin for 5s.
o It is still for 5s.

o It speeds up away from the origin for 5s. paralodic4GZGFl 
parablkl

o It drives at a constant velocity for 5s.
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1. Describe the motion of the object during each interval.
2. What is the position at 7 seconds? 2m
3. What is the average velocity of the object from 0-3 s? / 3 S
4. What is the average velocity of the object from 6-8 s?
5. Draw the v vs. t and a vs. t graphs that correspond to the above position vs. time graph.
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1. Describe the motion of the object during each interval.

2. How far did the object travel from 5 to 10 s? see cu-eqS) (upt+llmø

3. During what interval(s) did it move with a constant velocity? Include the value of the velocity.BS gs 

4. Determine the magnitude and direction (sign) of the acceleration for all periods when the object accelerated.

5. Draw the x vs. t and a vs. t graphs that correspond to the above velocity vs. time graph. Os g s: —
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Graphing Review Sheet

4. A horizontal line on a X vs. T graph means the Object is—---S-T--P-R-P-E-.O--------—------—•

5. A horizontal line on a V vs. T graph means the object is—MOUlN6-LUU?f---COU-SrA/Vr 
V6LOC/TY

6. The slope of an X vs. T graph is its , the slope of a V vs. T graph is its

*CCECERAfloN

7. What does a graph with a positive slope look like? How about a negative slope?

O slope s.

8. What is happening when a line crosses the t-axis on a position time graph? 

9. What is happening when a line crosses the t-axis on a velocity time graph? 

10. The area of a velocity time graph tells you the d lace men +

11. a) Describe the motion in each section of the position graph.

1) Nove se-å-f-i,y Faster D Move Nonh 30

coriSfQh4- 4) Så-opped 25
b) How fast is the car going during section 2? Which direction? 20

position

V averay (m)15

J os 10

c) How fast is the car going during section 3? Which direction? 5

Vaver-aT e South0

IOS
d) How fast is the car going during section 4?

3)
e) At what time does the driver reverse direction?

L s 25s

f) Total Displacement?

g) Total Distance?

d * 50M

h) Average Velocity?

(fotal) z
VQbJ.era.9L

50 s
i) Average Speed?

50 s
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time in seconds

a) Describe the motion in each section of the velocity graph covts{-a-B-V S peed

O Faster @

@ Slower @ Sool-k) Pos+er @

b) What is the object's acceleration from 3-5 s? (-0 n 3fc.-yt-Y

10

c) What is its acceleration from 1.5 — 3s?

ass
d) At what time does the driver reverse direction?

As
e) During which interval is the car moving the fastest?

f) Total Displacement?

g) Total Distance A p-eAS + )

{Cl'5s)ClO?) + ( ( , + (Is) C10 + 42, Sm_

Choices are (speed up, slow down)

12. You are driving in the positive direction. If you accelerate in the positive direction, your car is

. If you accelerate in the negative direction, your car is

13. While driving in the negative direction, accelerating in the positive direction will make your car

Slow , while accelerating in the negative direction will make the car

14. How is it possible to have a negative acceleration and be speeding up?

4-he direc+l'ön ts
15. Is it possible to slow down once you've come to a complete stop?

bv+ can sped up d Fcechorx
16. When something reverses direction, its velocity always passes through what number 0


